
Tutorial 
SchistoView tested on Google Chrome Version 77.0.3865.90 (Official Build) (64-bit) 

Example data set 
View an example data set in SchistoView. 

Example data set - Contains 7 drugs with known bioactivity (K-777, Praziquantel, Sunitinib, 
Staurosporine, Imipramine, Simvastatin, Metrifonate) tested on schistosomula in dose response from 
20 uM to 2 nM over 3 days. 
Use this dataset to walk through this tutorial. 

Selecting the example data set 
Open the Select Data tab located near the top-left of the page. 

1. Find the “Select an assay” box and locate “Assay 2”. Click to highlight the first non-bold line of 
text below. 

2. Below the “Select an assay” box, click on “Render” to view the selected data in SchistoView. 

Viewing the example data set in SchistoView 
At this stage you should have several maps, graphs, and movies visible on the screen. This rendering 
is best viewed at 1920 x 1080 resolution. At lower screen resolutions, you may need to change the 
browser zoom to see the whole page. The upper-right movie may not load at first therefore move the 
mouse cursor over the “heatmap” to initialize. 
 
Glossary 
 
a. Heatmap (Interactive) 
The map displays the value of the wells in the assay plate. 
 
b. Features (Interactive) 
The map displays the effect size of each feature for the selected well in Heatmap. 
 
c. Kinetics 
The graph compares the motion of drug treated worms (red) to the DMSO control worms (black) for 
the selected well in Heatmap and the selected descriptor in Features. 
 
d. Histogram 
The graph shows the distribution of worm states through the time-lapse for the selected well in 
Heatmap and the selected descriptor in Features. 
 

1. “CpdClear” – drug treated, clear worm type 
2. “CtrlClear” – DMSO control, clear worm type 
3. “CpdOpaque” – drug treated, opaque worm type 
4. “CtrlOpaque” – DMSO control, opaque worm type 

 
e. Dosage (Interactive) 



The graph displays the effect size as a dose response for the selected drug corresponding the selected 
well in Heatmap and the selected descriptor in Features. Selecting an element updates the selected 
well in the Heatmap. 
 
f. Time (Interactive) 
The graph displays the effect size as a time response for the selected drug corresponding the selected 
well in Heatmap and the selected descriptor in Features. Selecting an element updates the selected 
button in the “by day” button set (Day1, Day2, Day3). 
 
g. (Movies) 
The upper movie corresponds to the selected well in Heatmap. 
The lower movie corresponds to the control well in column 1 that matches the row of the selected well 
in Heatmap. 
 
Use the mouse to browse the interactive maps and graphs (heatmap, features, dosage, time). Browse 
the buttons at the bottom of the page: by plates (1, 2, 3…), by worm type (opaque, clear, all), by 
map output (Degeneracy, DmStatic, DmRate, DmFreq, DmSR, DmSRF, Feature), and by day (Day1, 
Day2, Day3). 
 

1. DmStatic is the Mahalanobis Dm using only the “static” descriptors. 
2. DmRate is the Mahalanobis Dm using only the “rate” descriptors. 
3. DmFreq is the Mahalanobis Dm using only the “frequency” descriptors. 
4. DmSR is the Mahalanobis Dm using only the “static and rate” descriptors. 
5. DmSRF is the Mahalanobis Dm using only the “static, rate, and frequency” descriptors. 

 
 
Left-click to select an interactive map or graph element or to change a button selection. Selections are 
remembered as the user explores other areas of the viewer. 
 

1. Mouse through column 8 of Heatmap. The viewer updates as we proceed from well-to-well. 

2. Left-Click to select well B8 of Heatmap which shows a strong Mahalanobis Dm score of 3.8 
standard deviations from the DMSO control. 

3. Mouse through top row of Features. The viewer updates as we proceed from feature-to-
feature. 

4. Left-Click to select “length” on the “Static” row of Features which shows an effect size of -
1.22 deviations from the DMSO control indicating that the worms are shorter than the DMSO 
control. 

5. The Histogram shows the treated population in red and the untreated population in green. 
The treated worms are uniformly short compared to the untreated population which show 
more variation in length. 

6. The Kinetics shows the relative motion of the drug treated population in red and the DMSO 
control population in black. The drug treated worms are moving more frequently with a 
frequency of 0.39 Hz compared to the DMSO control population with a frequency of 0.25 Hz. 

7. The movies show the raw data acquired from the imager as a time-lapse GIF. Above each GIF 
is the name of the drug and the mean value for the selected descriptor in Features. 



8. The Dosage plots the effect size as a dose response for the selected drug corresponding to 
the selected well in Heatmap and the selected descriptor in Features. Left-click to select the 
next concentration at 1280 nM from the Dosage graph. The selected well in Heatmap 
updates automatically. 

9. The Time plots the effect size as a time response for the selected drug corresponding to the 
selected well in Heatmap and the selected descriptor in Features. Left-click to select the 
next time point at Day 2 from the Time graph. The selected button in the “by day” button set 
(Day1, Day2, Day3). updates automatically. 

10. Mouse through DmStatic, DmRate, DmFreq, DmSR, DmSRF button. 

11. Left-click on the Feature button. The Heatmap changes to a green-yellow-red color scale and 
the wells are the effect sizes of the selected descriptor in Features. Browsing the descriptors 
in Features now updates the Heatmap. 

12. Left-click on the Degeneracy button. The Heatmap changes to a blue color scale and the 
values reflect the % of opaque worms in the well. 

13. Left-Click to select well C12 of Heatmap which shows a strong Degeneracy score of 100%. 

14. Left-Click to select well E7 of Heatmap, Left-Click to select Day 3 button. In the Histogram, 
we have four distributions. 

15. Mouse through the worm type (opaque, clear, all). The Clear button restricts the Histogram 
to clear worms. The Opaque button restricts the Histogram to opaque (degenerate > dying) 
worms. The All button considers both types of worms. 


